The event will take place on Zoom until 16:15. After 16:15, participants are invited to join the online platform wonder.me to continue networking in an informal setting. Additionally, the event will be webstreamed from 14:00 –15:35.

**Welcoming words and introduction** 14:00 –14:10
- Wolfgang Pfefferkorn  Rosinak & Partner, Moderator
- Christina Bauer  Managing Authority, Interreg Alpine Space programme

**Keynote** 14:10 –14:20
- Hauke Siemen  Managing Partner at REM Consult

**Panel discussion** 14:20 –14:50
30-minute panel discussion moderated by Wolfgang Pfefferkorn and Joint Secretariat Project officer Lea Schmidelechner. The keynote speaker Hauke Siemen and the following panellists will participate:
- Michael Roth  Austrian Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Regions and Tourism, National Coordinator of the Interreg Alpine Space programme
- Thomas Egger  Swiss Centre for mountain regions (SAB), EUSALP Action Group 5, Interreg Alpine Space project SMARTVillages
- Christine André  Oxalis (FR), Interreg Alpine Space project ASIS

**Questions & Answers** 14:50 –15:15
Participants are kindly invited to ask questions related to the topic of the panel discussion. The questions will be selected by the moderators.
BREAK 15:15 – 15:25

▲ Wrap up and introduction to the networking sessions 15:25 – 15:35
Short wrap up of the key findings and introduction to the following networking sessions.

▲ Virtual networking in Zoom breakout rooms 15:35 – 16:15
40-minute networking opportunity in Zoom breakout rooms. The rooms cover different aspects of social innovation. You will be assigned to a breakout room covering one of the topics that you have chosen in the registration form.

END 16:15

▲ Virtual networking on wonder.me: informal meet and match 16:15 – open end
We kindly invite you to join the virtual networking via wonder.me to further continue the exchange with other participants. In this informal session you will find the perfect setting to develop new cooperation opportunities.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Registration
Due to the high amount of registration requests exceeding the maximum number of participants, registration to this event is already closed. Find out how you can still be part of the event at www.alpine-space.eu/connect2021

Connect @lpine Space 2021+
This event is part of the online event series Connect @lpine Space 2021+. Visit our dedicated page to find more information on the events taking place on 5, 10 and 12 May 2021.

Technical guidance
The event[s] will take place on Zoom and wonder.me. Registered participants will receive further information, including access links, a couple of days prior to the event[s] via e-mail.

This programme is co-financed by the European Regional Development Fund.